An upper-body can improve the stability and efficiency of passive dynamic walking.
The compass-gait walker proposed by McGeer can walk down a shallow slope with a self-stabilizing gait that requires no actuation or control. However, as the slope goes to zero so does the walking speed, and dynamic gait stability is only possible over a very narrow range of slopes. Gomes and Ruina have results demonstrating that by adding a torso to the compass-gait walker, it can walk passively on level-ground with a non-infinitesimal constant average speed. However, the gait involves exaggerated joint movements, and for energetic reasons horizontal passive dynamic walking cannot be stable. We show in this research that in addition to collision-free walking, adding a torso improves stability and walking speed when walking downhill. Furthermore, adding arms to the torso results in a collision-free periodic gait with natural-looking torso and limb movements. Overall, in contrast to the suggestions that active control may be needed to balance an upper-body on legs, it turns out that the upper and lower bodies can be integrated to improve the stability, efficiency and speed of a passive dynamic walker.